The security interests of the United States and those of our allies are increasingly challenged. As emphasized in the National Defense Strategy, the maritime domain continues to grow in importance—becoming more heavily used, more stressed, and more contested than ever before. As a result, the United States Navy will protect America from attack and preserve America’s strategic influence in key regions of the world.

To accomplish this mission, the CNO has established four priorities: wartime, learning, faster, strengthening our Navy and joint teams, and building partnerships.

The United States Navy’s mission is to be ready to conduct prompt and sustained combat operations at sea. Our Navy will protect America from attack and preserve America’s strategic influence in key regions of the world.

The SMWDC Reserve Enterprise exists to support the command’s mission to increase lethality and tactical proficiency of the Surface Force across all domains.

Reserve Opportunities Include:

- Assist with Surface Warfare Advanced Tactical Training (SWATT) underway or at Exercise Control ashore
- Help develop or update doctrine and Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) to match Navy capabilities and adversary threats
- Assist with Lessons Learned capture and tasking
- Deploy as a member of the mine warfare battle staff
- Backfill at SMWDC HQ or one of the divisions for deploying staff
- Attend and support Warfare Effectiveness Studies
- Participate in BMD and Missile Exercises, and Commander’s Course Events

LINES OF OPERATION

- Advanced tactical training
- Doctrine and tactical guidance development
- Operational support to Comptant Commanders, numbered fleet commanders, and Task Force Commanders
- Capability assessments, experimentation and future requirements

DIVISIONS

- Sea Combat
  SAN DIEGO, CA
  619.556.4696
- Mine Warfare
  SAN DIEGO, CA
  619.324.5225
- Amphibious Warfare
  OLD DOMINION, VA
  757.462.1378

Mailing Address
NAVAL SURFACE AND MINE WARFIGHTING DEVELOPMENT CENTER
4170 NORMAN SCOTT ROAD, BLDG. 322, SUITE 4
SAN DIEGO, CA 92136-3519

ONLINE
HTTP://WWW.PUBLIC.NAVY.MIL/30FR/SMWDC/
HTTP://WWW.DIVSPUB.NET/91/T1/SMWDC/
HTTP://WWW.NAVY.MIL/LOCAL/SMWDC
HTTP://WWW.PAINTFACT.COM/SMWDC

SMWDC SSPR CAS PAGE:
Pacific (Atlantic) HTTPS://WWW.PAINTFACT.COM/SMWDC/NAVY/45/SSP/NSWDC
https://WWW.DIVSPUB.NET/91/T1/SMWDC/NAVY/45/SSP/NSWDC
.posts
SMWDC TOLL PORTAL:
HTTPS://WWW.NAVY.MIL/SECRET/NAVY/45/SSP/NSWDC
HTTPS://WWW.PAINTFACT.COM/SSP/NSWDC

NAVAL SURFACE AND MIN WARFIGHTING DEVELOPMENT CENTER
TACTICAL EXCELLENCE BY DESIGN

HQ CONTACTS

FRONT OFFICE
619.767.6040

PERSONNEL & ADMINISTRATION
619.536.3614

INTELLIGENCE, NETWORKS, COMMUNICATIONS & ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM OPERATIONS
619.767.6135

OPERATIONS & TRAINING
619.536.3601

DOCTRINE & TTP DEVELOPMENT
619.767.6135

REQUIREMENTS, ANALYSIS & EXPERIMENTATION
619.767.6099

PUBLIC AFFAIRS OFFICE
SMWDC.PA@NAVY.MIL
619.767.6099
Advanced Tactical Training

SMWDC provides individuals, ships, and staff tactical reps and sets to increase lethality and tactical proficiency. Surface Warfare Advanced Tactical Training (SWATT) is SMWDC's premiere advanced tactical training exercise that is a combination of classroom, synthetic, and underway training designed to bridge the basic and integrated phases of the Optimized Fleet Response Plan.

SMWDC leads and supports additional events including: Live Fire With a Purpose (aka, MISSILEX), CSG GRADES, ARG, MIW SWATT, Sea Combat and Submarine Commander's Courses, Ship Anti-Submarine Warfare Readiness and Evaluation Measurement (SHAREM), and the Integrated Air Defense Course (IADC).

We are actively recruiting Reservists in these rates, designators, and positions: SWOs / 11XX!!! 13XX 18XX 1050 61XX YN MC IT CTT FCA IS MN LS SELs OS

Drill locations conveniently located in San Diego, Norfolk, Dahlgren, and Little Creek!

Operational Support

SMWDC provides operational and subject matter expert support to ships, squadrons, strike groups, independent deployers, Numbered Fleet Commanders, Naval Component Commanders, and Combatant Commanders through direct, reach-back, BMD mission package, or fly-away team support, as needed.

SMWDC's Commander also deploys with a Mine Battle Staff as the Global Mine Warfare Commander to provide support to Numbered Fleet Commanders for operational planning, exercises, and assigned operations.

Capability assessments, experimentation and future requirements

SMWDC conducts training and tactical level warfighting effectiveness assessments. SMWDC's capabilities assessments include AMW/MIW/SUW and IAMD Warfare Improvement Programs, and support to OPNAV, PFC, CTF, and CONWOPs. As part of these efforts, SMWDC maintains the Tactical Observations and Lessons Learned Portal (TOLL) on SMWDC CAS. TOLL enables SMWDC to provide rapid responses to tactical feedback from the fleet. Any Warfighter can input questions or feedback via TOLL.

TOLL weblink address is listed on the contacts section of this brochure.

Driving Performance

SMWDC is seeking out the best SWOs in the Fleet to join our TEAM of Warfare Tactics Instructors (WTIs).

WTIs are leading performance-based cultural changes in the Surface Force across all domains. WTI-developed doctrine and tactics are integrated into surface warfare advanced tactical training (SWATT) exercises, ensuring the Fleet is ready to fight both today and tomorrow.

WTIs train our naval forces in advanced tactics, techniques and procedures across all warfare areas at the individual, unit, integrated and joint levels, ensuring alignment and standardization of the training continuum. As a WTI, you will serve as an expert in one of four warfighting areas - Anti-Submarine Warfare Surface Warfare (ASW/SUW), Integrated Air and Missile Defense (IAMD), Amphibious Warfare (AMW), or Mine Warfare (MIW).

You will be an authority on naval warfare systems and tactics in your assigned mission area and a highly qualified instructor providing the Fleet with the information, training and tools it needs to fight and win. The skills you develop and sharpen as a WTI will make you a tactically astute operator and prepare you for Department Head and beyond.

Join the TEAM and join the fight! SWO_WTI@NAVY.MIL 609-525-3561

WARFARE TACTICS INSTRUCTORS

We are actively recruiting Reservists in these rates, designators, and positions: SWOs / 11XX!!! 13XX 18XX 1050 61XX YN MC IT CTT FCA IS MN LS SELs OS

Drill locations conveniently located in San Diego, Norfolk, Dahlgren, and Little Creek!

SMWDC's mission is to increase the lethality and tactical proficiency of the Surface Force across all domains, and Reserve Sailors are on the team making significant contributions at SMWDC Headquarters and its four divisions in California and Virginia.

SMWDC reserve units will grow to over 300 total reserve Sailors. We continue to recruit active duty WTIs who plan to join the reserve at separation. Most annual training (AT) will occur underway or ashore in support of SMWDC lines of operation.

SMWDC Reserve Units:
- NR SMWDC Headquarters (San Diego, Calif.)
- NR SMWDC SC Division (San Diego, Calif.)
- NR SMWDC MIW Division (San Diego, Calif.)
- NR SMWDC AMW Division (Little Creek, Va.)
- NR SMWDC IAMD Division (Dahlgren, Va.)

For more information Contact the SMWDC Reserve Enterprise at: SMWDC_RESERVE@NAVY.MIL

SMWDC maintains the Tactical Observations and Lessons Learned Portal (TOLL) on SMWDC CAS. TOLL enables SMWDC to provide rapid responses to tactical feedback from the fleet. Any Warfighter can input questions or feedback via TOLL.

TOLL weblink address is listed on the contacts section of this brochure.